Ubiquitous sensing, tracking and
locating of people and goods

Sensing and tracking

Dealing with Rising Floods of
Information Tech
Communication beyond cyberspace
(pervasive computing, smart dust,
flexible displays)
Growth of Open-Access Scientific Publishing

Network interactions

R&D Outsourcing and the Economics of Innovation
Understanding complexity: how to
answer the big questions?

Next generation computers will utilise
quantum mechanics, DNA and light

Mathematical world: living inside a
world of continuous computing

Human-Computer interfaces get
increasingly natural (BCI, speech and
gesture recognition)

Supercomputing on Demand Tech

Robots and humans will become more alike

Manufacturing with Programmable Materials

Advanced materials and robotics

Nanotechnologies transform
Computing, Materials Science and
Medicine
Nanotechnology: the small revolution

Matter and materials will get life-like characteristics
Virtual reality will augment our
physical reality

Nanotechnologies

Fusion of nanotechnologies,
biotechnologies and computer
technologies

Artificial intelligence systems will
increasingly control our activities

Revolutionary products and processes
through nanotechnology?

Security, privacy and threats to the
existence of the Internet
Security

From Brain Drain to Brain Circulation

http://www.sigmascan.org/Live/Home.aspx

The Rise of Proactive and
Context-Aware Computing
Data Mining for Effective Decision Making

Chronic diseases will rise and could
counter trend of rising life expectancy
Synthetic biology and artificial life A new way for the invention,
discovery, synthesis and production of
molecules and materials Tech

From Ink-Jet Printing to Personal Fabrication
Managing Information and knowledge

DNA and gene-based technologies
influence the future medicine

Convergence of Electronics and Photonics
Technology to empower the greying generation

Body and Mind sciences

Miniaturisation of devices

The impact of DNA analysis,
sequencing and storage on medicine,
security and privacy
Growing Market for 'Lifestyle' Drugs

How to control and manage the rising flood of data?

Regenerative medicine changes the
nature of future therapies

Increasingly accurate predictions of
complex systems through computation
and simulation?

Stem cell research opens up new ways
for revolutionary therapies
Artificial Extensions of Human
Capabilities could become possible

Hydrogen economy
Energy consumption continues to grow

Designer genes for tomorrow’s children?

Necessity for energy efficiency grows
The end of oil?
Space mining for resources
Artificial fossil fuels
Growth or decline of nuclear fission energy?
Nuclear fusion - how long to go?
Renewable energy sources are getting competitive
Are biofuels really the solution?
Cleaner fossil fuels feasible?
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The Quest for Unbreakable Codes and encryptions
Security: marrying technological and
human approaches

Innovation Themes
SIGMA Scan

Emergence of New Regional
Innovation Clusters

Technology in the developing world:
spreading global democracy or
Orwellian control?

Household robots will become
commonplace

Energy

